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One small bit of Humor from WCSA '92. By Charles J. LaBlonde
A dealer (unnamed) offered me the card shown below as a Swiss railroad postmark item . He
must have meant the lint from Grand to Sacconex! His price came way down after we
discussed the Geneva suburb of Grand-Sacconex.
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Report on AHPS at World Columbian Stamp Expo '92
By Charles J . LaBlonde

Sitting at the window of the Hyatt
Regency O 'Hare, watching the sun
set on the first weekend of WCSE
'92 . The show seems well attended
but not overcrowded thus far but,
with a week remaining, most dealers
are still taking a wait and see attitude
before declaring success . For
collectors of Swiss material the show
was a treat.

Four major Swiss dealers had booth at
the show: The Amateur Collector,
Philaclassica, Rolf Weggler and
Gottfried Honegger. Rolf Rölli was at
the show, but not to sell stamps.
Other dealers from Europe had some
nice Swiss material also . Many
collectors complained of "sticker
shock" when seeing the prices for
Swiss material. The quality of the
items, especially covers, varied wildly.
A few bargains were discovered, but
not many.

The American Helvetia Philatelic
Society (AHPS) held an informal
meeting and dinner st the show, on
the first Saturday afternoon and
evening, thanks to the great work of
Bill Lucas. The two hour meeting was
well-attended by 35 + AHPS members
and other Swiss enthusiasts.

Bill welcomed the group to Chicago
and introduced Mr. Katcher who
updated everyone on the 5 centime
"Rayed Star " postage due (which
could be viewed in the Court of
honor at the show) . When asked for

some insight into the Swiss stamp
market, Mr . Katcher noted that good
material and unique items are holding
up well . (For those who may be
itching to buy the "Rayed Star," Mr.
Katcher noted in a short handout that
negotiations will begin in the
neighborhood off $300,000 .)

Following Mr. Katcher, attendees
introduced themselves and gave their
collecting interests . It was obvious
that the AHPS meeting drew wide
cross section of Swiss collectors . Mr.
Rolf Rölli agreed with Mr. Katcher's
observations about the Swiss market.
He also noted the tremendous
expense of sending his auction
catalogs to the USA and offered some
suggestions for dealing with Swiss
auction Houses.

President Mario Wiedenmeier
reported that the society is healthy
and that he has now a (small) backlog
of good material for Tell . Jim
Anderson asked all remember the
next official AHPS convention and
competitive exhibit at ROMPEX ' 93
in Denver, Colorado, next May.

I had the pleasure of visiting
ROMPEX this year and I assure you
they are anxious to host us . The show
is very friendly and easy to find.
Make your plans now for a "Rocky
Mountain Philatelic High" next May.
Dick Blaney concluded the meeting
with a slide show. All in all a good
time was had by all.
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Die gewöhnlichen schweizerischen Orts-Datum-
rundstempel des Zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts (ohne
Postleitzahl) ; Versuch einer Typologie .

	

By Felix Ganz

Reviewed by Charles J . LaBlonde P .O. Box 264

	

Chelmsford MA 01824

Those of us who collect Swiss postm-
ark material know that everything
Swiss has been well cataloged over the
years . K cancels, emergency cancels,
airmail cancels, special cancels, UN
cancels, auto PO cancels, machine
cancels, railroad cancels and more,
have all been subjected to intensive
research. But the most complex
group of postmarks, daunting by its
breadth and variety, is the everyday,
working postmark, as employed at
every Swiss post office. The seven
volume work by Andres &
Ammenegger covered these postmarks
from 1843 to around 1907. The
missing piece has always been the
Twentieth Century markings and this
is the focus of the work by Felix
Ganz.

"The Normal Swiss Round City
Cancels of the 20th Century (Without
Postcode): A Proposed Typology, "
deals with the missing piece . Many of
you will recall that Felix is a veritable
encyclopedia of information on can-
cels . He was working with the Swiss
Cancel Collector's Club (SVP) and
the Swiss PTT Museum to devise a
workable scheme for cataloging mo-
dern cancels . This document repres-
ents his proposal for such a scheme.
It should be viewed as work in progr-
ess . . .his handwritten notes appear
throughout the document .

Felix divides the cancels into seven
basic groups and these he subdivides
in great detail, to account for the
many cancel varieties . One can, of
course, argue whether the proposed
scheme is the best for cataloging these
cancels, and such argument is indeed
going on in Switzerland at the present
time. In cataloging cancels, the cen-
tral question is how people collect
cancels . . .any catalog, to be useful,
should be supportive of the collector
and his methods.

The scheme proposed by Felix Ganz
is logical and relatively easy to follow,
once one establishes all the charac-
teristics of a given cancel . The 76 page
work is a fitting tribute to a great
philatelic pioneer . We owe the SVP
and Michael Rutherfoord a deep debt
of gratitude for preserving this
important research work.

The booklet itself is A4 size, tape
bound, with a plastic cover. The
German text is no problem, since
most of the key information is in
visual and tabular form. This unique
item is certainly a welcome addition
to any Swiss collector's library.

The booklet, which is copyrighted by
the SVP, may be ordered from the
reviewer for $18 . Shipment will
follow from Switzerland.
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Letters to the Editor

The following excerpts are from a letter submitted by Juerg Schwaar 114
Stedwick Drive Budd Lake, NJ 07828 dated April 18, 1992

. . . the real reason why I bother to
write this letter is : I'm a relatively
new member of AHPS and collecting
Swiss stamps since about 10 years . ..

When I first joined AHPS I was really
excited, I started to read TELL and
found out that a lot of articles are
written from Specialists for Specialists.
I think they are good, but too
complicated, too deep . . . . most of the
articles are so complex and not for
the average collector_

After the Presidents column which I
enjoy, there are many specialists
reports . One or two special columns
would be enough . The rest should be
from and for the average Swiss
collector . When I started I thought I
could offer something to AHPS but
now, I'm sorry to say, maybe I have
nothing to contribute and only to
learn. I ask myself how could I ever
learn and understand to be an
established collector like Mr . Charles
LaBlonde

	

Mr. Harlan F . Stone.

What is it that we do? Collecting old
beaut's like old oil paintings and
sculptures or strubelis for a big resale
price? Or do we share an interest in
collecting Swiss stamps for the beauty
and the rarity of the Swiss stamps . I
admit collecting Swiss stamps is a
very complex matter . . .

There is something else -- why is it
the sales circuit notes are always
mentioning: "There is a continuing
need for virtually all categories of
material EXCEPT post- 1960 FDC,
Pro Juventute and Pro Patria ." The
fact is unless you stop writing this,
only your pro's and established
collectors will have something to
send. Never mind I won't be able to
complete my collection.

I hope this letter contributes to bring
the Pro's and Amateur collectors of
Swiss stamps together as a AHPS
family, at least this is is's intention.

Editors comment: The versatility of the
swiss stamp collecting field is indeed
enormous, but please take the time to
review the most recent Tell issues and
you will find a great number of pages
devoted to new stamp issues. An other
great beginner item, Chuck LaBlonde's
history in your mailbox, or on how to
exhibit your stamps.

I think you are very close to make
you're next step by looking at your
items closer maybe with an magnifier
and start to ask questions . Questions
like Bob Grasso's plate flaw in the last
issue, ore even Herbert Brach's an
innocent letter. Just look at it and start
to ask questions, then you're on the way
to philately.
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An update. Piere Guinand informed us regarding the article " an innocent
letter " page 86 of May Tell 1992 . The note in the bottom left corner of the
envelope reads "Gemd Aman von Buchs", meaning Gemeinde Ammann von
Buchs, which could be translated in to English as Magistrate of the community of
Buchs.

What happened in October 1855 and January 1856?

In my study of the use period of Strubels, I have amassed about 1,900
significant use dates for the different stamps . Every month in the Strubel
period is represented by healthy double-digit recorded uses, with the exception
of October 1855 and January 1856, for which month I have recorded only
seven uses each.

Is any reader aware of any events in Swiss history that would explain this
remarkable dearth of use during these two month? I would appreciate any
information very much. Herbert Brach, 13803 Crown Bluff, San Antonio
Texas 78216.
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THE DOUBLE SWITCH : A STRUBEL STORY
By Herbert Brach

A fascinating item in the Strubel
history is the switch in paper used
between the 5Rp and 1Fr denomina-
tions, some time in 1856/1857 . There
is very little concrete information
available regarding the consequences
of this switch, which is why I decided
to investigate.

To refresh the non-specialist's memo-
ry, the earliest printing of the
imperforate Sitting Helvetia stamps were all
on hand-made paper, produced by the
mill in Pasing, near Munich, Bavaria.
For security reasons, this paper had a
silk thread embedded in it, all of
which were of a single color in the
beginning, variously described as
emerald or bronze green.

To know what happened next, we
turn to the 1924 edition of Zumstein ' s
Handbook of the Stamps of Switzer-
land . What follows is a paraphrased
translation:

Dr. Kuster, the Director of the Federal
Mint, proposed on October 28, 1854
that each denomination stamp get a
different color of silk thread; this was
approved on October 31, 1854 and,
during the year of 1855, these duly
began to appear. The colors were to be
as follows:

5Rp - yellow
10Rp - red
15Rp - blue

20Rp -green
40Rp - brown.

The 5Rp value, now with a yellow
thread, made its appearance in May of
1855 . The 1 Franc value, a new ad-
dition to the Strubel issue for inter-
national franking, was approved and
duly introduced on paper with black

thread in February of 1855 . Dr. Kuster
found the yellow thread too pale in
color and hardly visible in artificial
light and proposed a change to a dif-
ferent color thread. The Postal Ad-
ministration refused to go along with
this proposal in view of the large stock
of paper on hand having the yellow
thread. Finally, after some time, a
practical compromise was reached : The
stocks of paper with yellow thread
would be used to produce the 1 Franc
stamp which had the lowest demand,
while the 5 Rappen stamp would receive
the easily visible black thread, most
probably in the beginning of 1857 (sic.).

This sounded simple enough . The
5Rp stamps with yellow thread would
disappear to give way to one with
black thread . Conversely, the 1Fr
stamp with black thread would be-
come history, to be replaced by a
similar stamp with yellow thread.
But, what really happened?

The Black Switch

The first switched stamp to appear in
use was the 5Rp value, now with
black thread, which we know as the
first printing of 22D . According to
the Zumstein Specialized Catalogue,
this stamp first appeared in January of
1856, with a question mark . Accor-
ding to our date study, the earliest use
we could find was April 8, 1856.
According to the Catalogue, this
stamp, now carrying the 22D .a.
designation, was printed on Munich
paper with a printing mode like "B",
or the first Bern printing, with which
I fully agree.

This means that the unprinted stocks
of paper with black thread, originally
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ordered for the production of 1Fr
stamps, were now being used to prod-
uce the 5Rp stamps, exactly as
intended. Yes . . .but : The "but"
resides in the fact that these paper
stocks seem to have been severely
limited, or at least the stock available
to print the 5Rp 22D.a . was very
limited. This stamp had a very short
use life, and in another study I
estimated that, at most, 600,000 of
these were ever produced . We know,
from a letter of Dr . Kuster's dated
December 3, 1856 that no Munich
paper with black thread was then
available and that Zurich paper,
although ordered, had not yet been
delivered.

It was not until February 25, 1857,
that the second printing of 22D, on
one-side finished Zurich paper, now
denominated 22D.b. and 22D .c ., took
over the 5Rp stamp supply.

The new 5Rp stamp having been
launched, the 27C, which is the 1Fr
value on paper with black thread,
could be expected to have a very
short life expectancy . After all, there
were no further stocks of unprinted
paper with black thread available, and
the remaining use life of the 1Fr 27C
was thus restricted to previously pri-
nted stock . Against all expectations,
the 1Fr 27C with black thread lingers
on, and on, and on : 1856 through
1862 and even as late of July 11, 1863.
We have a parade of use dates for all
of these.

Could the printed stock have been so
large? If so, why rush to bring out
27D, the version with yellow thread,
in June of 1857? If not, was unpri-
nted Munich paper with black thread
set aside for further printing of 1Fr
stamps? Or, was Zurich paper with
black thread, purchased to produce

5Rp stamps, later used to print sup-
plemental quantities of the supposedly
discontinued version of the 1Fr
stamp? Both notions seem farfetched,
but I have come to the reluctant
conclusion that both could possibly
be true.

Neat? Logical? Easy? Never! when
it comes to unravelling the mysteries
of the Strubels.

The Yellow Switch

In this switch, 22C, the 5Rp stamp,
which had been printed on Munich
paper with yellow thread, was to lose
its paper supply to the production of
the new 1Fr stamp, the 27D . And it
did . According to our use studies, use
of the 27D begins in June of 1857
(although Hunziker mentions that it
appeared in 1856, without specifying
a date) and the 5Rp 22C eventually
disappeared from use in March of
1858, never to be heard from again.
Everything was fine. There was just
one little problem. . . .

The stamp that was to replace 22C,
namely the 22D .a . with the black
thread, disappeared from use in
November 1857, prior to the
disappearance of the 22C! The 5Rp
stamp supply went into almost
complete disarray for lack of paper to
print it on . Not a single 5Rp stamp
was delivered to the Post Office
between July 17, 1856 and February
7, 1857 . Stocks of 5Rp stamps fell
below a one-month supply level,
before the first Zurich-produced paper
could be rushed to the printing
presses.

Do you remember the huge stocks of
paper with yellow thread that the
Post Office was unwilling to dispose
of and which started the whole idea
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of the switch? Why, in heaven's
name, did they not use some of this
paper to avoid disaster in their 5Rp
stamp supply, rather than use it to
produce 1Fr stamps which they did
not need? Well, maybe they did, up
to a point . Something has to account
for the use dates of 22C continuing
into 1858, two years after the switch
was put into effect. Zumstein, in the
newest edition of their Specialized
Catalogue, even toys with the idea
that some 5Rp stamps on paper with
yellow thread may have been printed
on such paper originating in Zurich,
by showing a "Z" with a question
mark under the paper procedence
column for 22C in the Strubel schem-
atic table.

It would be more logical for an 1857
printing of 22C, if it was made, which
is entirely possible, to have been
made on the only paper with yellow
thread which was in stock, namely
the Munich paper . Forget logic. I
have seen 22C stamps with 1858
cancels that give every indication of
having been printed on Zurich paper,
thus giving substance to the doubts
expressed by Zumstein.

Unfortunately, our data on the use of
the 22C are the most incomplete and
unsatisfying for those of any of the
Strubels, as a glance at the accom-
panying graph will show . Use dates
for 22C are particularly hard to come
by and we are not in a position to be
able to affirm whether the various
gaps appearing in the use pattern in
1856 and 1857 are real or awaiting to
be filled in with dates yet to be
found. Until we reach that point, a
late printing of 22C will have to
remain in the realm of theories,
attractive though the idea may sound
to explain the late use dates .

Now, as to the second stamp involved
in this switch, the 1Fr Strubel with
yellow thread, 27D . We show its first
appearance as having been made in
June of 1857 and our data show con-
tinuous use from then until July of
1863.

The first date poses a problem . The
closest delivery date of 1Fr stamps to
the Post Office, which would make
this appearance date possible, was in
August of 1856! Not until September
1857 was the next delivery made.
Unless earlier use dates for the 1Fr
27D remain to be found, we are made
to believe that the Post Office
Department sat on this stock for ten months
before sending it out for distribution.

To complicate matters even further,
Hunziker, in his "Strubel" book, does
not feel that the paper used to prod-
uce 27D is the same paper that had
been used to produce 22C . So, what
happened to the huge stock of
Munich paper that caused all this
upheaval? I have no doubts that this
stock was used in early production
runs of 27D; however, to give
Hunziker his due, it is not farfetched
to assume that at some point during
the six-year life of this stamp, this
paper eventually ran out and that the
paper mill in Zurich had to produce
some paper with yellow thread . The
Zumstein catalogue apparently feels
that this was so.

Hunziker also finds that "surpri-
singly," the 1Fr stamp with yellow
thread 27D is more frequently found
than the 27C. That should come as
no surprise, if one studies its use
pattern. In a separate study of the
relative size of the various printings
of the Strubel issue, I could
substantiate this and found 63 of the
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27D stamps, compared to 48 of the
27C stamps, in a total sample of 111
1Fr Strubels.

None of this, of course, explains why
27D was launched when it was, with
1Fr stamps in plentiful supply while
a crisis raged in the supply of 5Rp
stamps.

If we expected a nice, clean switch to
have taken place based on a very
simple decision to exchange thread
colors, we could not have been more
mistaken. There was nothing neat
about this switch . Stamps that were
supposed to disappear, did not.
Stamps that were supposed to take
over, could not, either because of lack
of paper to print them on or because
of an absence of need for them when
they appeared.

As happens almost always when we
try to unravel Strubel mysteries, more
questions and doubts get uncovered
than existed before we started.
Which is what makes it so challen-
ging!

In closing, I would like to point out
that this type of investigation could
not have been made without our
"Periods of Use" study. As you can
see, we are still beset with many gaps
in dates, so please keep the
information coming and send me any
new dates on Strubel use that you can
contribute.

Herbert Brach 13803 Crown Bluff
San Antonio, TX 78216

See also Strubel usage periods
Tell VOL XVI No . 3 MAY 1990 and
Tell VOL XVII No . 3 MAY 1991
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AHPS Mail Auction 94

My apologies to those of you who were expecting this auction in May.
The delay enables us to build a fuller auction, with the addition of many
high-quality and seldom-seen items at reasonable prices . Because of the
size of this auction, second-chance donation lots are again postponed.

If you were wondering, l am not a bidder in these auctions . But if a lot
does not draw the minimum bid, l am free to buy it at the minimum bid.

For this auction, the Zumstein 1991 catalog values are converted to
dollars at SFr . 1 = $.70.

An added incentive to auction participants : I plan to use Columbian
sheetlets or stamps from them when shipping stamps from this auction to
you .

Please send your bids to George Struble, 210 18th St . NE, Salem,
OR 97301 . Closing date for bids is August 15.

Auction 95 will appear in the November Tell ; get lots to me by
September 10. Please provide a good description of each item.

Lot Description

	

Value

1

	

Z 16 II (Sc . 8) Rayon II, Stone A1, Type 34 . Black fed . grill
cancel ; Zeigler certif . Min . bid $210

	

$420.00

2

	

Z. 16 II (Sc 8) Rayon Il, Stone E . Red fed . grill cancel ; Abt
certif . Min . bid $54

	

133 .00

3

	

Z. 17 II (Sc 10) Rayon l, Stone C1 . Black fed. grill cancel;
Zeigler certif. Min. bid $90

	

175 .00

4

	

Z. 17 II (Scott 10) 5 Rp . type 39, C1-stone, canceled with
black Fed. Lozenge . Nice, with full margins . Crease in lower
part. Abt Certif . Min . bid $90

	

154.00

5

	

Z. 20.2.03 (Scott 12) 15 Rp . Type 5, pos. MMI, black fed . grill
cancel ; good margins on 3 sides, cut into at top ; Zeigler certif.
Min. bid $95

	

168.00

6

	

Z. 20 (Sc. 12) Rayon Ill pale red shade, Type 9, position URII;
nice blue fed . grill cancel ; good color. Margins adequate to
wide all four sides ; small thin upper left with paper a bit
wrinkled . Zeigler certif . Min . bid $50

7 Probedruck #28, relief impression 2 Rp. Strubel on white
paper, wide margins . Find it (I'm told) in Zumstein 1924
catalog p . 287. Rare! Min. bid $60

8 Z . 26C (Scott 29) 40-Rp . Strubel, yellow-green with maroon
thread. Smudgy double-struck Fed . grill cancel . Wide
margins 3 sides, cut on frame line at right . One light corner
bend. Zeigler certif . Min . bid $30
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9 Z. 26Ca (Sc . 29) 40 Rp . Three frame lines with generous
margins, light circular cancel . Min. bid $26

	

87.50

10 Z. 27C (Sc . 30) 1 fr . Strubel violet gray, vertical pair . Top right
corner of sheet . Large margins 3 sides . 7-bar grill cancel on
each stamp. Nice relief, black thread, some discoloration.
Min . bid $950

	

2100.00

11 Z. 22G, 23Gd (Sc. 36-7) 5, 10 Rp. Strubels . 22g has 2+ frame
lines, 23Gd (greenish blue shade) 4 frames lines.
Min. bid $16.50

12 Z . 25G (Sc. 39) 20 Rp . Strubel . A little dull and unfresh, 4
frame lines, very clean 1862 Neuchatel CDS . Zeigler certif.
Min. bid $50

13 Z. 29 (Sc 42) 3c Sitting Helvetia, cds ; VF centering;
Min . Bid $40

14 Z. 36, 37, 38, 40 (Sc 50, 52, 53, 55) . Sitting Helvetias, F.
Min. bid $38

15 Z . 36a (Sc. 50) 1 Fr . red-brown shade, Zurich cancel . One
short pert, F . Min . bid $100

16 Z. 42 .1 .10 (control mark touches pert ; 40 Rp. Nice
Richtersweil 13.VIII.78 cancel, F-VF. Min. bid $68

17 Z. 46 .1 .12 (Sc . 62) 10 Rp . double Print, aniline rose shade;
indistinct Rohrschach 23 .11 .82 cancel . Missing pert upper left,
perfs into design right and bottom . Zeigler certif.
Min. bid $150

18 Z. 53a (Sc . 77) 2-ct . olive brown on white paper. Unused
without gum, tiny thin spot, two short perfs, perfs into design
at bottom. Zeigler certif . Min. bid $220

19 Z. 67Aa 25-ct . green; MNH ; perfs into design at bottom.
Min . bid $70

20 Z . 67B (Sc. 90) 25 Rp . Perfs into design at top, unused OG.
Min. bid $79

	

157.50

21 Z. 69C 40 ct . F, light cancel, close at left . Min. bid $30

	

119.00

22 Z. 77B (Sc. 98) 5 ct . UPU. MNH, perfs close at top, o/w VF.
Min . bid $50

	

45.50

23 Z . 78B (Sc . 99) 10 ct . UPU Strip of 4, top left of sheet.
Stamps MNH ; perfs touch design at top . Min. bid $43

	

70.00

24 Z. 176 (Sc . 138) 40 ct . Helvetia with Sword ; VF MNH.
Min . bid $90

	

112 .00

25 Z. 190 (Sc . 215) 1 fr . Disarmament ; MNH, perfs close at top,
o/w F; Min. bid $20

	

77.00
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26 Z. 190 1 fr. Disarmament Block of 4 with single clear central
cds cancel ; VF. Min . bid $40 52.50

27 Z. 198 (Sc. 223) Block of 4, single clear cds cancel ; F.
Min . bid $35 105.00

28 Z. 205Ay, 205 Az, each in block of 4 . 205Ay VF, 205Az F-VF,
both MNH. Min. bid $72 140.00

29 Z. 216w-218w (Sc . 284a-286a) 1942 High Values, cream
paper . MLH, F-VF . Min. bid $40 210.00

30 Z . 270 (Sc . 301) 1 fr . Pax VF used. Min. bid $48 112.00

31 Z. 272 (Sc . 303) 3 fr . Pax, cds cancel, F-VF . Min. bid $50 91 .00

32 Z. 290 (Sc . 321) MNH block of 4, F-VF. Min . bid $90 182 .00

33 Z. 349-50 (Sc . 376-7) PTT Conf. Overprint MNH blocks of 4,
VF. Min. bid $40 98.00

34 Z. 349-50 PTT Conf . Overprint blocks of 4, each with single
centered FD cancel . VF. Min. bid $45 84.00

COVERS
35 Z. 1611 (Sc 8) 17 .11 .51 Winterthur to Rheinfelden . Stamp well

36
margined, pinhole thin . Zeigler certif.

Z. 43 (Sc . 59) 50 Rp. on commercial cover to Vienna.
25.11 .72 cancel . Min. bid $110 192.50

37 Z. 49 25 Ct . Sitting Helvetia, granite paper, clean 1882
Neuchatel cancel . Min . bid $110 154.00

38 Z. 70A (Sc . 86) 50 Rp. Standing Helvetia on cover Neuchatel
to Budapest. Min. bid $38 77.00

39 Three covers 1885-9 to Scotland and England . Two are

40

registered, franked with Z . 70A; the third is franked with
Z . 67A (Sc . 83) and Ambulant cancel . Min. bid $15
Reg . cover Zurich-Wien; stamps Z. 108, Z . 111, Z . 124,
Z. 128 (2), Z . 137, Z WI 15 pair, Z . WI 16, 17 ; Min . Bid $81 216.00

41 Z. F IV Burgdorf Pioneer Air on official card b (plane over
Burgdorf Schloss) . Min. bid $600 896.00

42 Registered air cover Zurich-Munich 10 .IX.24 franked with

43
Z. F3, F5-12, 140 (10 stamps) . Min. bid $150
Luftpost Kat. RF 28.4a, b Pair of first-flight covers St. Gallen-
Zurich and return 14 .V.28. Min. bid $200 280.00

44 Luftpost Kat. RF 28.6a, c, d, f Four flight covers Lausanne-
Biel, Biel-Zurich, and returns . Min. bid $250 360.50

45 Luftpost Kat . RF28.9 Zurich-Wien flight 21 .V .28; clean cover
Min . Bid $60 87.50
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46 Z . 215, Z. 221, Z. WI 87 pr, 88 on Swissair-West flight cover;
cancels for PTT Landesausstellung Pavillion 22.V.39 and
Swiss-air- Europa Flug Landesausstellung 1939; Min. Bid $31

47 Special flight cover Zurich-Geneva 30 .VIII .39 for the Geneva
Convention 75th Anniv . ; addressed to Habanna (sic), Cuba,
franked with Z . 240 and 241 .2 .01 . Min. bid $25

48 Luftpost Kat . SF 40.2e Red Cross special flight 9 .V.40.
Cancels V/59a and e . Franked with 1939 Pro Juv . : 89 (2),
90(2), 91 (2), 92 . Min . bid $28

49 Pro Juventute 1954 cacheted unaddressed FDC.
Min. bid $38 77.00

50 Z. W II 1 y (Sc B90) 1938 Pro Patria FDC on postal card to
China; Min. Bid $36 105.00

51 Cover Argentina to Paris, forwarded to Switzerland . Pair of
Z. P36 with smudged Leysin 1927 cancel . Min . bid $30 56 .00

TETE-BECHE ...
52 Z. K7II (Sc. 152a) Well-centered, VF with single CDS cancel.

Min . bid $200 455 .00

53 Z. K18, 20, 25y, 32y, 32z, 35y, 36, 37 All MNH VF.
Min . bid $15 25.00

54 Z. K34Ay + 205Ay, MNH, VF. Min. bid $35 60.90

55 Z. K34Ay, 2 pairs in block of 4, MNH, VF . Min. bid $75 86.80

56 Z. K34Az, 2 pairs in block of 4, MNH, VF . Min . bid $70 80.50

57 Z. K44 Pro Juventute, neat cds cancel . Small spot (unlisted
variety) at tail of bug . 45.50

58 Z. Z33e, 34a, used, neat cancels. Min . bid $30 57.40

59 Z. Z40 Pro Juventute, neat cds cancel, VF . Min. bid $23 42 .00

60 Z. S36 cds on each stamp. Min . bid $28 52 .50
61 Four complete sheets Z . 413-416. 80 stamps in each sheet,

including 20 each K51-4 and 10 each S69-72 . Min. bid $85 178.50+

AIR
62 Z . F4z-13z . 8 corner margin blocks of 4, MNH, VF (except 4z

F- VF) grilled gum. Min . bid $300 456.40

63 Z. F12 (Sc. C12) 1 fr . MH F-VF 147.00

64 Z. F13 (Sc. C15) 2 fr . F-VF used 105 .00

65 Z. F14, 15 (Sc . C13, 14) MNH, F-VF . Min. bid $100 255 .50

66 Z. F15z (Sc. C14a) 40 ct . grilled gum F-VF used 84 .00

67 Z. F16-18 1932 Disarmament, MNH, VF . Min . bid $17 24.50
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68 Z. F27-34 MNH, F-VF . Min . bid $60

	

105.00

69 Z . F29.02 "White Roof" : interesting stage of this variety in which
the white part of the roof is a large round area covering about
90% of the roof. Also two normal F29 stamps, one with top
half of stamp inked more tightly, so roof is lighter. All used.
Min. bid $35.00

	

56.70

70 Z. F41 Margin block of 4, MNH VF . Min. bid $80

	

126.00

71 Z . F43 (Sc. C43) 30 ct . block of 6, F-VF . One Bern SON
cancel centered on right block of 4 ; a second at the left edge
of the left pair .

	

126.00

72 Z. F 048 (Sc . B479) Pro Aero 1981 sheet of 8 . MNH Superb.
Min . bid $25

	

28.00

73 Z. F 048 Pro Aero 1981 sheet of 8, with FD center cancel in
each block of 4 . NH, Superb . Min . bid $40

PRO JUVENTUTE, PRO PATRIA ...
74 Z. WI 4 (Sc. B4) Circular cancel F-VF . Min. bid $15

	

52.50

75 Z. WI 6 (Sc. B6) MLH, F-VF. Min. bid $30

	

182.00

76 Z . WI 7-9 1917 PJ Circular cancels, F-VF . Min . bid $50

	

112.00

77 Z . WI 21-24 (Sc . B21-24) 1922 PJ MNH, F-VF . Min. bid $18 29 .75

78 Z . WI 21-24 VF used . Min . bid $25

	

84.00

79 Z. WI 25-28 (Sc . B25-28) 1923 PJ . F-VF used . Min. bid $20 79.62

80 Z. WI 100 (Sc . B115) 1941 30+10 ct . MNH block of 4 . Unlisted
variety: white spot on collar of two stamps . Min. bid $10

	

14.00+

81 Z. WI 148-52, WII 61-65 (Sc . B222-31) 1953 PJ & PP. VF,
SON FD cancels. Min . bid $12

	

52.85

82 Z. WI 200L-204L. 1963 PJ Phosphorescent in blocks of 4,
each with single central FD cancel . VF. Min. bid $50

	

84 .00

83 Z. WI 210-14 MNH VF 1965 PJ strips of 4 with animal names
in tabs. Min. bid $15

	

52 .36

84 Z. WII 1y, 1z 1938 Pro Patria MLH, F-VF . Min. bid $10

	

45 .00
85 Z. Wll 46-50 1950 Pro Patria in VF MNH corner blocks of 4.

Min. bid $70

	

114.00

86 Z. WII 102 1960 Owl Pro Patria sheet . NH. Min. bid $35

	

63.00
87 Z. Will 11 Aarau Min . sheet. VF, centered FD show cancel.

Min. bid $32

OFFICIALS AND INTERNATIONAL OFFICES
88 Z. DII 55-63 Officials used, neat cancels . VF.

	

39.90
89 Z. DIII 2 (Sc . 208) SdN 10 ct ., VF, MNH. Min . bid $125

	

91 .00
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90 Z . DIII 24z (Sc . 2032) Pair of SdN 1 .20 fr . ; one stamp with
unlisted "Fat S, closed E" variety . Min . bid $12.

91 Z. Dlll 26z.1A.01 SdN 2 fr . Raised overprint . MNH F-VF.
Min. bid $60 77.00

92 Z. Dlll 31 (Sc . 2035) SdN 5 fr . VF, SON 1937 cancel.
Min. bid $60 105 .00

93 Z. Dlll 71y-79y, 80-91 (Sc . 2070-90) SdN . Mint, HR.
Min. bid $25 84.00

94 Z. D IV 9, 10 (Sc . 3019, 21) BIT blocks of 4, with single
circular cancel in center of each block (80 ct . 3 days after
Kursdauer period) . Min. bid $10 22.40

95 Z. D IV 58 (Sc . 3058). BIT 5 fr . block of 4, MNH F-VF.
Min . bid $22 33.60

96 Z. D IV 59 (Sc . 3059) . BIT 10 fr . block of 4, MNH F-VF.
Min . bid $35 56.00

97 Z. D IV 63-83 (Sc . 3062-82) BIT 1944 ; M, HR . Min. bid $30 77.00
98 Z. D IV 84-94 (Sc . 3083-93) BIT; F-VF MH. Min. bid $30 140.00
99 Z. DV I-VIII BIE Fore-runners . VF MNH. Min. bid $45 63.00
100 Z . DV I-VIII BIE Fore-runners in MNH VF blocks of 4.

Min. bid $170

	

266.00
101 Z. DV V Sheet of 12, MNH. Some creases, but a showpiece.

Min. bid $40
102 Z. DV V Block of 4 with superb single central BIE-Geneve

67.20+

cancel . Min. bid $100 140.00
103 Z. DV V-VIII VF, MNH. Min. Bid $22 38.50
104 Z. DV V, VI, VIII VF, canceled, VIII on piece . Min. bid $50 84 .00
105 Z. DV 1-21 (Sc. 401-21) 1944 BIE. M, HR. Min. bid $40 129 .50
106 Z. DV 23-48 (Sc . 4023-48) 1948-50 BIE . F-VF, LH.

Min . bid $30 116.55
107 Z. D VI 6-25 (Sc. 506-25) 1948-50 WHO . F-VF MLH.

Min. bid $120 315.00

108 Z. D VII 1-20 (Sc . 701-20) 1950 UN . F-VF, MLH.
Min. bid $275 770.00

109 Z. D VII 1, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17 (Sc . same numbers) Vf used.
Min. bid $30 96.00

110 Z. D VII 19 (Sc . 7019) VF, Nice Geneva 1951 cancel.
Min . bid $70 192 .50

111 Z. D VIII 1-8 Int'l . Refugee Org . MVLH VF. Min. bid $70 210 .00
112 UN Geneva 1969-82 Z . 1-112 complete in annual souvenir

folders . MNH ; face over SFr . 90; Min. Bid $30 165 .00
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POSTAGE DUE
113 Z . P14N 500 cts . ; VF, light cancel . Min . bid $105

	

262 .50

114 Z . P21 G 100 cts . : strip of 3 with center stamp N, outside K,
plus block of 4, all K . Each stamp has its own cancel.
Min. bid $15

	

38.15

1993 AHPS CONVENTION ROMPEX 93
Denver, Colorado May 14-16, 1993

	

by Dick Barton

What does one do in Colorado in
May? Well for starters, Swiss stamp
collectors attend the 1993 AHPS
convention . That is good for 3 days
of friendship and comradery with
people with similar interests, which
alone is worth the trip . Then there
are the great exhibits, including some
of the worlds top Swiss exhibits . Plus
there is the opportunity to look over
dealers stock that you do not
normally get to see.

But what about before and after the
convention? There is great spring
skiing . Yes, we do ski here into June.
The weather in the mountains is
unpredictable, so be prepared to wear
anything from bathing suits to down
filled parkas.

The weather in Denver will be 60-70
during the day, and cool at night.
The Denver Rockies will belaying
their first season as the newest
baseball franchise. There are
numerous cultural events available,
from the symphony to plays to
museums to rock concerts . Sight-
seeing is always available . In fact you
can not visit Denver without seeing
some beautiful sights . The sun almost
always shines, and the mountains are

in clear view.

For those that want to gamble,
Central City is 30 minutes away. It is
an old mining community with much
history. There is a good bus
transportation system, so rental cars
are not required within Denver.

For those that want to venture farther
from Denver, there is Rocky
Mountain National Park, 1 hour; the
Air Force Academy, 45 minutes;
Royal Gorge, 2 hrs; Aspen, rich in
history and people, 4 hours ; and
Mesa Verde National Park, 8 hr . Of
course there are many places to stay
in the mountains and numerous dude
ranches and hiking opportunities.
The fishing is good, but the water
will be high . This makes for some
great white water rafting.

So a trip to Colorado in May is a
great idea, and you miss the winter
skiers and summer vacationers . But
don't forget that the reason you came
in the first place is to attend the 1993
AHPS Convention.

Place these dates on your calendar
now! More details will follow in
future Tells.
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THE TREASURE HUNT
COLOR VARIETIES

	

By Dick Barton

Almost every Swiss stamp issued
before 1950 has a number of color
varieties, and many after 1950 have a
couple of different colors . This is
attributed to the lack of rigorous
quality control of the pigments used
in the dies and the incorrect
proportions of the different pigments
in mixing the dyes . The earlier issues
frequently had a new dye mix for
every print run . Occasionally there
were color variations within a print
run, most likely due to poor mixing
of the pigments . The best example of
inadequate mixing is the 15 Rp
mattrose Strubel issued in 1854
(Zumstein 24Aa) . In this issue the red
pigment shows up as dark red specks
that have become one of the best
ways to differentiate it from the 24A.

In most cases the color difference is
not great enough to tell through
casual viewing. I do not have a very
good eye for color, but I find that I
can pick out the differences when a
group of 5 to 10 examples of the same
stamp are set side by side in good

light. Then the color variances
become fairly clear, but not
necessarily obvious . For the treasure
hunter looking at dealers stock at a
stamp bourse, this becomes almost
impossible . Most bourse have terrible
lighting and most dealers do not have
a large quantity of any one stamp.
One solution is to bring your own
light and a set of reference colors.
There are a number of inexpensive
magnifying glasses with lights built in
that work quite well . The use of
damaged stamps provides an
inexpensive way to obtain color
references.

Having found a stamp that you think
is a color variety, you should send it
for certification, if the value justifies
the cost of certification . Your local
dealer will be of little use and even
the well known Swiss dealers are
suspect . I have a mint block of 4 of
the 1905 15 cts cross and numeral
(Z85) . While at the Americus show
in Chicago in 1984, I asked a well
known Swiss dealer if it was the
reddish brownlilac variety. He
looked at it and said no . 3 years later
I sent it to Mr. Guinand in
Switzerland, who certified it as the
reddish brownlilac Z85a, which is
worth over 10 times the normal
brownlilac . This particular color
variety is best seen in natural sunlight
or under a halogen lamp.

Where does the treasure hunter direct
his/her attention? Almost every issue
has some potential, but the main
treasures are before 1905 . In the
Cross and Numeral issue, one
example is mentioned above, but the
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best find is the 15 cts yellow stamp
(Z63A). The 1888 yellow orange
variety is worth 100 to 200 times the
standard yellow or orange yellow
colors . The color reference for this
stamp is Z32a . The perforated Sitting
Helvetia issue offers a lot of color
varieties in the white paper issue, but
nothing interesting in the granite
paper issue.

Look for unusual brown colors in the
5 cts (Z30), the mint yellow orange
color for the 20 cts (Z32), the
redbrown and orange color under the
goldbronze on the 1 Fr (Z36), the
redbrown and fahlbrown colors on
the 2 cts (Z37), and the blue colored

30 cts (Z41). Some people
recommend the use of the blue 10 cts
(Z31) as a reference color for the
latter, but I have not found that
useful . The 30 cts blue is darker and
duller than the 10 cts blue.

There are numerous other color
varieties that are of great interest to
the specialized collector, but most of
them are not worth more than 10
times the normal colors . As such,
these are not of great interest to the
treasure hunter, but they do provide
an opportunity to develop the eye for
color variations.

Happy hunting!
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Five Letters from Lausanne
with the Re-engraved Series of 1900
by Paul Ducommun, Chezard

	

Schweizerische Briefmarken Zeitung

Only few people recognized the rarity
of the re-engraved 25 c stamp at the
end of December 1900, since it was
still possible to purchase these . One

known case is that of Eugene Ruffy,
the Director of the International
Office of the UPU. It is hard to
make a judgment since the stamps

can conclude from used stamps that
they were available from different
post offices.

It must also be said that high federal
officials and high functionaries
obtained these stamps . The best

were wasted on occasional cards.
Ruffy recognized the philatelic
application, or more simply the last
possibility for use . He applied the
stamps, which would lose their
validity at year's end, of that year
which was applicable for him and the

Translated by Henry Alsberg
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UPU. The fact is that he attached
the whole set and not only the rare
stamps; and that even without great
care.

But Ruffy was not alone : Here we
see the same with a different
handwriting. Four equal black-
bordered envelopes, all franked with

which was emptied on the following
day, this letter was cancelled with a
different stamp on January 1, 1901 at
9 AM. (This shift of one day was
also noticed with some of the Ruffy
cards in Bern.) The handwriting is
the same as the four other letters.
Also the format of the mourning
envelope is the same as the four

the complete re-engraved series ; all
four sent within Lausanne, same date,
same time, same cancellation and, as a
fifth equal sign, with same
cancellation stamp.

The letter addressed to Albert Blanc
was shown in October 1968 on page
VI of the advertising pages of this
publication (Fig. 1) . , The letter to
Froelich (SBZ, August 1973, page
XXI) was sold at the Jann Auction in
November 1973 for SFr .7600 (Fig . 2).
The letter directed to Lise Blanchard
was offered by Auction-house MM in
Basel in September 1972, but found
no buyer for SFr.8000 (Fig . 3). The
letter to Lise Blanchard is in a private
collection.

With regard to the fifth letter which
was thrown into a letter-box later,

other; the specimen was shown at the
Corinphila Auction in May 1974 (Fig.
5).

Concerning the use of envelopes with
black border one should know that in
those days the border was thereby
partly torn- yet they were still
preserved.

In those days letters were usually
stamped twice, once at the place of
mailing and once at the receiving
place, even if the post office was the
same.

But only the last letter fulfilled this
condition, (see Fig. 5 verso); the
others had no stamp impression on
the back - perhaps one was less strict
on the earlier evening (New Year ' s
Eve).
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An update . Piere Guinand informed us regarding the article "Rongellen, the
post office in the little beehouse" by Mr . Gebert, page 108 of May Tell 1992,
that two replacement cancels are known to have been in use, one in the year 1900
and the other in 1940. Only one date each is on record: for 1900, 3rd of June and
for 1940, 23rd of January. See below.

Regarding replacement cancels see also Replacement cancel catalog 1990 by Pierre
Guinand
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SWISS HELICOPTER COVERS AND STAMP
By Nelson D. Bentley

Two years ago Steven Weston wrote and asked if I would do an article for
TELL about the helicopter flights of Switzerland. Although I had a number
of the covers, I knew I did not have all that were flown . The

HubschrauberphilatelicKlubof Germany, of which I am a member, recently completed a
European Catalog of helicopter flights, so I am now able to list all the flights
that are known.

23 .9 .1948 Zürich : Various local addresses privately prepared covers which have
a blue rectangle handstamp : Erste schweizerische HELICOPTER POST S-51
helicopter 23 .SEPT.1948 (Figure 1).

Figure 1

2 .10.1950 Brig-Domodossola-Milano green printed postcard and on the face a
picture of Bell 47-D1 helicopter over Brig and cameo picture of Geo Chavez,
1910-1950 (in 3 languages) commemorating first flight over the Alps G . Chavez
23-9-1910, on the address side: special postmark on Swiss stamp Chavez
Wochen BRIG 24 September-8 .Oktober 1950 Mit Helicopter, Domodossola-
Mailand, red Domodossola postmark on Italian stamp, blue gray handstamp:
40 anniversaro del 1 sorvolo del Sempione Geo Chavez, 1910 BeIl 47D1 over
mountains VOLO CON ELICOTTERO BRIG-DOMODOSSOLA-MILANO,
green printed No. (mine is 001693), black postmark : MILANO
FERR.CORR.PA. date SEZ. INT. ORDIN. (Figure 2).

30 .5 .1954 Hospes-Bern combined helicopter and balloon flight postcard,
cancellation attests to flight, no other information available at pressent.
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Figure 2

16.8 .1959 Staufen-Schafisheim, black triangle handstamp: 16 .8 .1959 Helicopter
Sonerflug 16 .8 .59, Bell 47-D1 helicopter over church, Staufen-Schafisheim, green
or blue SWISSAIR Air Mail label added (Figure 3).

Figure 3
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28 .5 .1960 Vaduz-Zürich covers & postcards, 30 Year Jubilee of Air Mail in
Liechtenstein, dispatches from other countries possible, cancellation attests to
flight, no other information available at pressent.

25 .9 .1960 Brig - Domodossola - Mailand and covers and postcards, 50 Year Geo
Chavez flight over the Alps, no other information available at pressent.

13 .7 .1963 Langenbruck-Berne-Locarno printed : blue Bleriot over green
mountains, blue printed : 25 Jahre Pro Aero 1938-1963, Jubiläum Der Ersten
Alpenüberquerung Mit Flugzeng, Oskar Bider 13 Juli 1913, black postmark
with same info, also applied above Bleriot, helicopter flown Langenbruck to
Berne, fixed-wing A.C . Berne to Locarno (Figure 4).

Figure 4

31 .8 .1967 Thun-Steffisburg color photo card of advertisement tower at Fair, on
address side a black printed box : HELICOPTER SONDER-FLUG stylized
helicopter and tower, black printed under box : Eröffnung 31 .August 1967
Befördert durch Helicopter, some signed by Pilot (Figure 5).

27 .4 .1968 Verezascatal-Bellinzona combined helicopter and balloon flight
postcard, no other information available at pressent.

28 .8 .1968 Thun-Belp same color photo card as (31 .8 .1967), same black printed
box with helicopter and tower, under box, black printed : Eröffnung 29 .August
1968, special Belp postmark, some signed by Pilot (Figure 6).

28 .8 .1969 Belp-Thun same color photo card, same black printed box with
helicopter and tower, under box, black printed : Eröffnung der 10.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

OHA/28.August 1969/Befordert durch Helicopter/Belp nach Thun, special
OHA THUN postmark, some Pilot signed (Figure 7).

27 .8 .1970 Thun-Frutigen same color photo card, same black printed box with
helicopter and tower, under box, black printed: Eröffnung der 11 . OHA
27.August 1970 Befördert durch Helicopter Thun nach Frutigen, special
Frutigen postmark, some Pilot signed (Figure 8).

24 .4 .1971 Domat-Schanis special printed(?) cover, cancellation attests to flight,
no other information available at pressent.
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Figure 8

1 .7 .1972 Friedrichshafen, Germany - Luzern special covers flown by Heliswiss
to Luzern Transportation Museum for dedication of Air & Space Flight hall,
money from sale of covers donated to Transportation House, no forwarding
service to other addresses, no other information available at pressent.

28 .1 .1974 Amden - Weesen special flight to carry mail between the towns due
to rock slide on road between them, no other information available at
pressent.

29 .1 .1974 Weesen - Amden as above, day following, no other information
available at pressent.
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2 .8 .1974 Emmen - Luzern special relay flight with postcards (im Rahmen eines
Stafettenfluges) cancellation attests to flight, no other information available at
pressent.

19 .12.1974 Appenzell - Domat multicolor printed picture of woman accepting
letter from postman, underneath in three languages : Stamp Day 1974
APPENZELL, red handstamp interpreted : Due to weather the balloon was
unable to fly so covers were flown by helicopter from Appenzell to Domat-
Ems, yellow label : Tag der Briefmarke Appenzell (Figure 9).

Figure 9

3 .4 .1976 Zürich Kloten - Zürich Altstetten special cover Uno-Genf-Frankatur,
cancellation attests to flight, no other information available at pressent.

28 .4 .1979 Unter Ägeri - Chur special printed(?) Aerogramme flown,
cancellation attests to flight, no other information available at pressent.

28 .9 .1980 Brig - Domodossola, Brig - Milano, Milano - Brig, Domodossola -
Brig, special flights with covers for 70th Anniversary of Geo Chavez flight in
a Bleriot over the Alps, cancellations attest to flights, no other information
available at pressent.

25 .4 .1981 Lodrino - Villa Bedretto covers and postcards flown, cancellation
attests to flight, no other information available at pressent.

22 .7 .1982 Zermatt - Breuil Cervinia, Breuil Cervinia - Zermatt special printed
covers flown by Air Zermatt in helicopter " Alouette 3" HB-XDA, Pilot Ezio
Oliva in honor 50 year AWSR(?) and 10 year IUK(?), some of the information
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could be by handstamp, an Air Zermatt label was applied to some or all of the
covers, dispatches from Vatican and San Marino also, special cancellations, no
other information available at present.

19 .11 .1982 Genf - Ober Ägeri special printed(?) covers, cancellation attests to
flight, no other information available at present.

28 .4 .1984 Davos - Mustair red, blue and black printed cover: Bell "Jet-Ranger"
over mountains small black FISA symbol TAG DER AEROPHILATELIE
DAVOS 1984 small scrip : Schweiz . Aerophilatelistenverein Zürich, blue
printed circle above helicopter: SONDER-FLUG map Davos to Mustair Heli
Jet-Ranger (Figure 10).

Figure 10

28 .4.1984 Mustair - Davos same printed cover except circle above the
helicopter is green : SGOL - SPEZIAL map Davos to Mustair Heli Jet-Ranger
(Figure 11).

24 .8 .1985 Samedan - Dübendorf special printed cover with overprinted
stamp(?), no other information available at present.

29 .4 .1988 Balsers - Chur, Chur - Balsers, Chur - Samedan, Samedan - Chur,
special flights, no other information available at present.

One of my favorite "Helicopter on stamp" is the Swiss stamp (Zumstein 518,
Scott 553) which portrays a French built "Alouette 3," with wheel-ski landing
gear, in flight, against a mauve background . The value is 30 rappen and on the
bottom of the stamp is the symbol of a white winged red cross, and printed
in German, French and Italian : Swiss Aerial Rescue Service . The PTT F.D .C.
has a printed blue circle with an embossed white winged red cross in the
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Figure 11

middle. The postmark: 3000 BERN 21 .9 .72 AUSGABETAG on the stamp has
also been applied to the upper left side of the cover . On the lower left side
printed in blue in three languages is : Swiss Aerial Rescue Service (Figure 12).

Figure 12

I also have a folded PTT card with one of the stamps and postmarked : 8600
DUBENDORF 2 26.10 .72 pioneer monoplane, and with the postmark applied
again above the stamp . Can anyone inform me whether the PTT sold this
folded card at a Philatelic Show or is it possible that it was created by an
individual? (Figure 13).
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Figure 13

Another cover I have, which I
find interesting, has a block of
the stamp to pay the
Registration fee on an FISA
envelope, seven months after
the stamp was issued . The
small FISA symbol and the
DOX flying boat are printed in
gray, and printed in blue:
Federation Internationale Des
Societes

	

Aerophilateliques
Altenrhein 1973 Tag Der
Aerophilatelie Schweiz.
Aerophilatelistenverein Zürich.
The

	

postmark:
9499 ALTENRHEIN 28 .4 .73
FISA symbol TAG DER
AEROPHILATELIE, is applied
again on the upper left side of
the cover (Figure 14).

I am curious whether the stamp
(helicopter) has ever been used
on a helicopter flown cover? If
any of the members has such a

cover I would appreciate a photocopy of it.

The "Hubschrauberphilatelie" (Helicopter Philatelic Club) is based in Germany
and mails out a newsletter three or four times a year with information
regarding helicopter covers, stamps, postmarks and quite often has articles
about autogyros or helicopters, but is mainly written in German . Besides the
European catalog for flown covers, the Club has also published a catalog for
Helicopters on Stamps worldwide . The Secretary is Manfred Niesters, An den
Hofwiesen 37, D-3062 Buckeburg, Germany, and the dues at present are $20 .00
U.S.

Nelson D . Bentley
3044 Otterson Dr.
Ottawa, Ontario
KIV 786, Canada
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Figure 14

Members' Mini - Ads
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WIN THE JACKPOT WITH STAMPS?
e .g . ZNr . 71 Ea ! by Pierre Guinand (translated by Ernest L . Bergman from Berner
Briefmarken Zeitung 12 1991, page 191

Perhaps the attentive reader
has found already the two
"Standing Helvetia" stamps
in the new Zumstein
Specialized Catalog which
were not recorded in its
earlier editions or in the
"Standing Helvetia Hand-
book" of 1982 . We deal
here with two new disco-
veries which we present to
you for the first time.

We hope this will advance
the discovery of other
stamps from this issue
which have the same or
different cancellation as the
already known items, in
order to draw specific
conclusions regarding
printing plates, distribution,
etc. It might even be
possible to establish the
field within the sheet or
the printing plate in which
these stamps occur.

In foreign auctions it
happens quite frequently
that a Nr . 71 A is offered
as a Nr. 71 E. . .This,
however, is not too impor-
tant for used stamps but is rather the case with mint ones where the catalog
price differs considerably.

Comparing the cataloged items we find:
Both stamps have 14 teeth on the left and right side.
71A = 1 Fr. lilac, perforation 11 3A :11 3/4 large control mark (I)
71E = 1 Fr. lilac, perforation 11½ :12, small control mark(II)

Continuing, in the 1991 edition of the Specialized Catalog, one finds on page
90 a comparison between the two perforations which permits an exact
comparison . Besides a visual shift in perforation, one can see quite a profound
difference in stamp height . The stamps of the 1882 - 1888 issues (perforation
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11¾. "A") are indeed some-
what larger than those of
the 1901 - 1905 issues
(perforation 11½ :12 "E " ).
However, the format of the
"A" issues has slight vari-
ations and the difference in
size is not always as pro-
nounced as shown in the
illustration. The perfor-
ation gauge " 11 ¾ " really
shows a shift in the
direction towards the fifth
horizontal row, the stamps
of field 41-50 are of
minimal, smaller format
than the others which by
circumstance gives a simi-
larity to those of the "E"
issues. This makes the re-
search somewhat more dif-
ficult, but there still exist
sufficiently large differences
in size to identify them
clearly as "A".

However, the specialists
have found something else
more precise than the
somewhat cumbersome
measurements of teeth or
the control mark, namely
the print, another characteristic which becomes instantly obvious when
viewing 71 E and 71 A!

The stamps of the years 1882 to 1888 are printed by hand-press and depending
on force used, the print is sometimes good but in general not very sharp since
the reproduction of the engraving is without details and the background
doesn't show the individual vertical and horizontal lines . It is filled with color
and often irregular . It is impossible to distinguish in the oval the vertical,
horizontal and diagonal lines of the engraving.

On the other hand, the stamps of the 71 E issues distinguish themselves by a
remarkable improvement of the quality because they were printed on the new
motorized high speed printing press . There are no more lines which run into
each other, each detail of the engraving is excellently reproduced and of
fineness and cleanliness which is immediately observed . It is easy for the
collector with some experience to select a 71 E from a group of twenty or
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thirty 71 A stamps. Only afterwards, perforation, control mark, and
cancellation date are needed in order to verify the identification.

But also something else was
found. The specialized
collectors have not
twiddled their thumbs
between the time of
appearance of the
Handbook (1982) and the
new Specialized Catalog. It
is completely wrong to
assume that everything
about this issue is known
already. The specimen
which we would like to
discuss here further is a 1
Fr. lilac with perforation 11
1/2 :12 and small control
mark, hence a 71 E . The
smaller format and the date of cancellation (30 .XI.01) confirm this
classification ; however, this stamp does not have the looks of a 71 E.

First of all, this specimen seems to be printed in a much darker color than the
common 71 E . Inspected at close range, the color is really darker, but the
stamp is definitely more saturated and all details of the engraving, the lines as
well as the frame, the band with the stars, the inscription, the bottom shield
with the value, and especially the background of the oval are considerably
thickened . The normal fineness of the 71 E print is completely missing and
the crossed lines in the background of the oval are practically not recognizable.
This flat and blurred print matches exactly the last issue of the Nr . 71 D
which was still printed on the old hand-press (71 Dc and Dd of the new
Specialized Catalog). How can one now explain this tremendous difference?
It is nearly impossible that the old hand-printing press was put back into
operation.

Another hypothesis seems more plausible for the existence of this exceptional
specimen which would also explain the occurrence of other scarce items such
as the Nrs . 68 A, 72 C, or 100 A or even the newly found 72 Fb; however,
more about this in the next issue.
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EXHIBIT AWARDS

	

By Harlan F . Stone

James A. Anderson, WWI Soldier Stamps, APEX 91 (Aurora CO) gold
Railroad P.O . Markings 1858-1900, OMAHA 91,
midwest regional C of C grand and vermeil.

Richard H . Barton,

	

William Tell, CHERPEX 92 (Denver), reserve
grand.

Ernest L . Bergman,

	

WWII Mail In, From and To Switzerland, APS
Spring Show 91 (Chicago), vermeil.

Gene Kelly, Catalog of Fiscal Stamps, Vol . 3, SESCAL 91,
silver; Spellman 91 silver; Vol. 4, SESCAL 91,
silver.

Charles J . LaBlonde,

	

Machine Cancels, MIDAPHIL 91, silver,

Rudy Schaelchli

	

WWI Soldier Stamps and Military Mail,
CINCOPEX 91 (Sidney, NY), ATA topical medal.

Harlan F. Stone, Postal Cards, BALPEX 91, gold UPSS red;
National 91, gold; SEPAD 91, gold; Stamp-
Imprinted Envelopes, OMAHA 91, vermeil;
French-Swiss Accounting Marks 1828-1845,
FLOREX 91, gold, APS research medal, postal
history bronze ; INTERPEX 92, vermeil;
PHILATELIC SHOW 92, gold ; NOJEX 92, gold,
Sitting Helvetia, PHILA NIPPON 91, large
vermeil, GRANADA 92, large gold.

Warren Tews,

	

The Path to Liechtenstein, TOSAPEX 91 (West
Allis, WI), silver.

George O . Trabue Jr.

	

Sitting and Standing Helvetia, AIRPEX 91,
silver.
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FROM UP FRONT Mario Wiedenmeier

World Columbian Stamp Expo '92 is now behind us . My opinion, it was a
great success . Bill Lucas, the local AHPS representative arranged the meeting
and the dinner. The AHPS society owes you a great thank you for all your
work.

The same goes to Chuck LaBlonde who spearheaded the AHPS exhibit for this
occasion . Each of the following prepared one page : James Anderson Colorado,

Bud Fahs Delaware, Charles J . LaBlonde Massachusetts, Robert Rainey Ohio,
Henry Ratz California, Rudy Schaelchli New York, Harlan F . Stone New
York. Graphics by Lynn Roderick . It looked great, thank you for all this
work.
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